Mask performance you can trust

Mirage Liberty

Mirage Liberty provides an alternative
to conventional full face masks, offering
a sense of freedom in full face therapy.

FULL FACE MASK

Mirage Liberty™

Full Face Freedom
Comfort meets performance
Less mask, more freedom
Making it easier

FULL FACE MASK

Your mask is from ResMed, leaders in
mask technology. Our full face masks
continue to set the benchmark and are
trusted by millions of users (like you)
around the world.

User Information

Visit www.myresmed.com for more information on
Mirage Liberty, including step-by-step fitting instructions.
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Global leaders in sleep and respiratory medicine

www.resmed.com

Comfort meets performance

Less mask, more freedom

Making it easier

• New dual-wall mouth cushion and nasal
pillows with trampoline action—enhance
comfort and seal.

• Free field of vision—liberating design gives
you the freedom to read, watch television
and wear glasses at bedtime.

•  First-time fit—dual-wall mouth cushion and
nasal pillows provide comfortable seal, when
fitted correctly.

• Seal with stability—supportive headgear
with stabilizing elements helps achieve seal
without overtightening mask.

• Less contact with skin—reduces the
chances of irritation.

• Easy to put on and take off—headgear
stays in shape when removed.

• Feels light on the face—one
of the lightest full face masks
you will find.

• Easy to clean—fewer parts make it simple
to assemble and disassemble.

• Quiet performance—built-in vents
disperse air gently and quietly.
• A choice of mouth cushion and nasal
pillow sizes—you’ll find the perfect fit
for you.

Mirage Liberty
FULL FACE MASK

Full Face Freedom

• Designed for your lifestyle—comprehensive
support package with travel bag, quick-fitting
guide and user guide.

